-form of $(r, r)$ -type on $X$ . In the arithmetic intersection theory developed by Gillet and Soule, the role played by the algebraic cycles in the conventional intersection theory is replaced with the arithmetic cycles. In aheuristic sense, the Green currents is regarded as the 'archimedean' ingredient of such arithmetic cycles ( [2] ).
Let us consider the case when $X$ is the quotient of aHermitian symmetric domain $G/K$ by an arithmetic lattice , this construction may provide away to fix a natural one. If $r=1$ , namely $\mathrm{Y}$ is amodular divisor, we already obtained asatisfactory result by introducing the secondary spherical functions properly ( [7] ). Here we focus on the case when $G/K$ is an $n$ -dimensional complex hyperball and $H/H\cap K$ is acomplex sub-hyperball of codimensipn $r>1$ , and show that the same method also works well. Thanks are due to Professor Takayuki Oda for his interest in this work, aconstant encouragement and fruitful discussions which always stimulate the author. 
Then $F_{p,p}^{M}$ is a trno dimensional ssppaaccee generated by
For convenience, we put
;these are elements of $F_{0,0}=\mathbb{C}$ .
SECONDARY SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
Before we state the main theorem of this section, we put alemma which is important not only here but in the 'global theory' to be developed in \S 4. 
SPECTRAL EXPANS1ON
In this section we investigate the spectral expansion of the functions 
